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1. Event Name: RS Tera World Championships 2022
Protest On: 2022-08-03
Race No: 4

2. Hearing Type

3. Protestor
Protest Committee
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5. Incident
Time Place: 4 race
Rules: 10
Witnesses:

6. Informing Protestee
 Hail:

Hail When:
Hail Comment:

 Red Flag:
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I had enough room to pass the port tack. The athlete shouted at me, but I assessed the situation
and there was enough space, so I did not disturb the opponent. I didn't hear any complaints after
passing. during the passage it fell off changing course to the leeward side. maybe because waves
or tide stream 
GBR | 3608 | Will Bradley no ask me anything.
\I ask request for redres
violating the incident reporting procedure
61.1 (3)
the specified witness could not see the incident well because he was simply not 50 m away. this
can also be seen in the race protocol, where his finishing position is only 11 and the leaders were
swimming far behind. here you can see an unsportsmanlike and dishonorable fight
3766 | Macsen Barber
RR nr. 2
RR. Nr.69

RR. Nr.62.1(a)
an improrer action or omisio of protest comittee 

I have not received any information about the filing of the protest
I couldn't during its consideration. nor familiarize yourself with the lawsuit against me. nor to
defend himself during the hearing of the protest.
the information only reached my coach, who immediately informed me, but it was already too late
to do anything because the time was 5:00 p.m.

such publication of information, which is not always perfectly functioning online system in the UK,
significantly complicated my situation in the race
It is also a great injustice and a moral trauma for me as an athlete

when everything happens without my presence

therefore, please reconsider the protest, as I will present important circumstances.

8. Damage Or Injury

Attachments

https://www.racingrulesofsailing.org/
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